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1. Browse the following stimulus materials to choose ONE favorite piece:  
a. Sacre Bleu! Some French Cheeses At Risk Of Extinction: 

https://www.sciencefriday.com/segments/french-cheese-extinction-microbes/ 
(audio piece- click on ‘listen to segment’) 

b. How To Recycle Rare Earth Elements: 
https://www.sciencefriday.com/segments/recycle-e-waste-rare-earth-elements/ 
(audio piece click on ‘listen to segment’) 

c. New Guidelines Recommend Earlier Breast Cancer Screening: 
https://www.sciencefriday.com/segments/breast-cancer-screening-guidelines-
change/ (audio piece click on ‘listen to segment’)  

d. How architecture can create dignity for all Ted Talk: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wmMrZyVANUo  

e. A Brief History Of Eyeliner:  
https://www.npr.org/2023/11/16/1198909025/1a-draft-11-16-2023  

f. Facts and Case Summary - Tinker v. Des Moines: 
https://www.uscourts.gov/educational-resources/educational-activities/facts-
and-case-summary-tinker-v-des-moines 

g. The  Misguided War on the SAT NYT Article:  
i. Misguided War on the SAT .docx 

ii. https://www.nytimes.com/2024/01/07/briefing/the-misguided-war-on-
the-sat.html (free X number of articles for 72 hours before subscription 
required)  

h. The Anxious Generation Book Synopsis and Conference Lecture: 
i. https://youtu.be/yVq4ARIlNVg (video) 

ii. https://www.anxiousgeneration.com/book (summary) 
2. Choose your favorite stimulus from above (ONE ONLY), this is the piece you will be 

working with. Here are your tasks to complete for your chosen stimulus: 
i.  Create an APA Style citation and reference. Guidelines available at OWL 

on Purdue University’s website: 
https://owl.purdue.edu/owl/research_and_citation/apa_style/apa_forma
tting_and_style_guide/index.html 

ii. Go to Google Scholar and try your best to find ONE similar scholarly article 
on the topic. Watch this video on Google Scholar and the importance of 
search terms to help guide you: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t8_CW6FV8Ac  
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iii. Create an online Venn Diagram comparing the similarities and differences 

between the two articles (the stimulus that you chose and the one you 
found on Google Scholar). It is not easy. Do your best. Make mistakes and 
ask question on the document. An optional digital Venn Diagram is 
offered: https://www.classtools.net/Venn/   

iv. If you were going to pursue this as an area for inquiry what would be a 
Research Question you would make?  

• Use AI to create a possible research question. 
• Use the following criteria to modify the question so that it is a 

viable topic for Seminar:  
a. Involves genuine points of an ongoing debate 
b. Invites engagement with alternative perspectives 
c. Requires a judgement or evaluation to be made  
d. Is researchable (not too broad or too narrow) 
e. Simple (avoids additional embedded questions) 
f. Research Question Instructional Video: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l9GfIpVtX3Q&list=PLo
Ggviqq4847dwdY25XcCHLlN0uo0ccW6&index=5  

3. Analyze the following articles by completing the following activities.  If these links 
become inactive, please send me a Schoology message and I will find you a new active 
link (yes, links expire).  

a. https://sci-hub.ru/https://link.springer.com/article/10.1023/A:1025314919836  
(Scihub is a rogue database with free Scholarly Articles)  

b. Summer assignment article 2023.docx  
i. Create an online Venn Diagram comparing the similarities and differences 

between the two articles (a and b bulleted links above). It is not easy. Do 
your best. 

• https://www.classtools.net/Venn/   
ii. Create a citation and a reference for each. Add it into the Venn diagram in 

the difference’s sections.  
• https://owl.purdue.edu/owl/research_and_citation/apa_style/apa

_formatting_and_style_guide/index.html   
4. Introductory Presentation: Who is Ms. Reyes and why do we have a summer assignment .pptx 
5. Introductory Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Kz_HcwR7kw 
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